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Sam WALSH			183cm/74kg

Jack LUKOSIUS		

+ Consistency, composure, leadership, endurance, agility, vision
- Size, kick placement

+ Kicking, workrate, football IQ, versatility, leading patterns, acceleration
- Contested marking, strength

Sam Walsh is just about the complete player when it comes to midfielders. Walsh has been touted as the top onballer in the draft crop, and he
has the composure, leadership and game smarts to easily adapt at AFL
level. A lock to be a top player in the competition given his consistency.

Jack Lukosius has a set of attributes you just cannot find in players of
his size. With a unique ability to run his opponent off their feet, along
with his sublime foot skills, serious speed, endurance and the football smarts to match, Lukosius has all the makings to be a serious player.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 1-2

DRAFT PROJECTION: 1-2

Balanced Midfielder | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

Connor ROZEE			

185cm/72kg

Medium Utility | North Adelaide/South Australia

194cm/85kg

Key Position Utility | WWT Eagles/South Australia

Max KING				

201cm/86kg

Key Position Forward | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

+ Skills, speed, athleticism, cleanliness, overhead marking, versatility
- Strength, contested work

+ Athleticism, marking, football IQ, pressure, attitude, clean hands
- Strength, versatility

Connor Rozee’s efforts since returning from the National Under 18 Championships playing for North Adelaide’s League side and winning a premiership
catapulted him into top five contention with great skills and a terrific vertical
leap. He still needs to add strength to his frame, but is clean with ball-in-hand.

Max King is an athletic tall forward with the ability to dominate a game
with his incredible athleticism and marking ability. Despite managing just the one TAC Cup game before going down to an ACL injury, King booted 8.6 in that game and showed off all his athleticism.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 3-5

DRAFT PROJECTION: 4-5

Bailey SMITH			

184cm/79kg

Inside Midfielder | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

Izak RANKINE			

180cm/76kg

General Forward | West Adelaide/South Australia

+ Endurance, accumulation, contested work, kicking, leadership, attitude
- Defensive one-on-ones

+ Goal sense, explosiveness, pressure, composure, skills, X-factor
- Endurance, discipline

Bailey Smith is a high production midfielder who also offers the best combination of contested ball-winning, reliable kicking and acceleration in this
draft . His leadership and attitude is terrific, and he capped off a great year
with the Vic Metro MVP Award from the National Under 18 Championships.

Izak Rankine is a special talent, and arguably the player with the greatest upside of any player in the draft. He oozes X-factor, has lightning acceleration and agility, and can dominate a game up forward, with an
eye to becoming a midfielder in time once his endurance improves.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 4-8

DRAFT PROJECTION: 3-9

Ben KING				

202cm/85kg

Key Position Utility | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

Nick BLAKEY			

195cm/80kg

Tall Utility | Sydney Swans Academy/NSW-ACT

+ Athleticism, overhead marking, football IQ, versatility, cleanliness
- Strength, set shot goalkicking

+ Versatility, scoreboard impact, marking, play reading, cleanliness
- Strength, consistency

Ben King was best known for his work in defence last season, but has predominantly played up forward in season 2018 since his brother Max went
down with an ACL. He has unbelievable athleticism for a 200cm+ player, and a high football IQ, as well as the ability to play up either end.

Nick Blakey is a lightly-built tall forward who has the capability of playing virtually any role on the field. At the National Under 18 Championships,
Blakey played as a midfielder and showed he can have an impact there
with his cleanliness, ability to read the play and impact the scoreboard.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 5-9

DRAFT PROJECTION: 4-10

Jackson HATELY		

190cm/81kg

Balanced Midfielder | Central District/South Australian

Tarryn THOMAS			

189cm/73kg

Tall Utility | North Launceston/Tasmania

+ Accumulation, clean hands, endurance, strength, scoreboard impact
- Kicking consistency, impact per possession

+ Clean hands, kicking, evasion, marking, scoreboard impact
- Endurance, strength

Jackson Hately is one of South Australia’s ‘Fab 4’ in the side, coming from the AFL Acaedemy to be pegged as a top 10 prospect from early in the season. He finds plenty of the football, uses it well by hand
and hits the scoreboard as well to be a nicely balanced midfielder.

Tarryn Thomas is an exciting prospect who is tied to the North Melbourne Next
Generation Academy. He is clean, dominant inside 50 and has X-factor which
will excite Roos fans in the future. He completely dominated the Academy
Series for Tasmania, and starred in the TSL Grand Final.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 8-13

DRAFT PROJECTION: 8-15

Jye CALDWELL			

184cm/78kg

Inside Midfielder | Bendigo Pioneers/Vic Country

Jordan CLARK			

182cm/78kg

General Defender | Claremont/Western Australia

+ Acceleration, agility, goal sense, game smarts, tackling, leadership
- Durability, kicking consistency

+ Reading the play, clean hands, skills, composure, vision, decision making
- Midfield development, contested work

Jye Caldwell is one of the most talented prospects in the draft crop with
very few improvements in his game. He has been unlucky with injury this year, and has not been able to show off his talent. He has
great athleticism, high footy IQ and does all the defensive things right.

Jordan Clark is a composed medium defender who reads the play brilliantly
and is an excellent distributor. He is able to find the ball, make the right decisions and execute by hand or foot out of defence. He stood out in the National
Under 18 Championships to win Westen Australia’s MVP.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 5-15

DRAFT PROJECTION: 8-15

Riley COLLIER-DAWKINS 193cm/88kg

Xavier DUURSMA		

+ Clean hands, explosiveness, size, composure, contested work, speed
- Endurance, productivity

+ Versatility, balanced, marking, leadership, consistency, athleticism
- Kicking consistency, body development

Riley Collier-Dawkins plays the modern game well with his clean hands, size
and speed all key features for the modern midfielder and he seems to have
a great attitude and looks willing to do the work to make the most of an AFL
career. He has areas to work on, but looms as a player with high upside.

Xavier Duursma is a rangy utility who has the potential to develop
through the midfield, off half back or even as a difficult match up forward. His inside and outside attributes create enough appeal alone, but
his aerial capabilities and courage add a dynamic that sets him apart.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 9-15

DRAFT PROJECTION: 3-9

Liam STOCKER			183cm/83kg

Chayce JONES			

+ Explosiveness, leadership, vertical jump, size, aggression
- Endurance, durability

+ Kicking, character, speed, agility, accumulation, workrate, tackling
- Size, decision making

Liam Stocker is an elite inside midfielder who bursts out of stoppages, is dangerous when drifting forward, tackles hard and takes marks
around the ground. His ability to have an influence throughout four quarters is very good and expect him to be high on a lot of club’s draft boards.

Chayce Jones is a goal-kicking midfielder who definitely possesses plenty
of promising qualities that many AFL clubs will be eager to develop. He is a
potential future captain with high-level speed, agility, defensive pressure and
scoreboard pressure. He had an impressive National Under 18 Championships.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 11-20

DRAFT PROJECTION: 4-10

Inside Midfielder | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

Inside Midfielder | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

185cm/71kg

Medium Utility | Gippsland Power/Vic Country

Small Utility | Launceston/Tasmania

180cm/74kg

Ian HILL				

175cm/76kg

Outside Midfielder | Perth/Western Australia

Sam STURT			188cm/77kg
General Forward | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Speed, clean skills, goal sense, agility, decision making, creativity
- Size, continuity

+ Acceleration, agility, vertical leap, kicking, overhead marking
- Endurance, raw

While the West Australian youngster is still a work in progress, Hill shapes as an
ideal choice for a team that is looking to inject some speed, creativity and skill into
their side. Expect both West Australian sides surely eyeing off the leader, while
other teams looking for some X-factor will consider the excitement machine.

Sam Sturt is a talented forward who is one of the best athletes in the draft
crop. His strength overhead, combined with his speed, agility and vertical leap
make him a danger in the air or at ground level, and his smarts and disposal
by foot is top notch.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 8-13

DRAFT PROJECTION: 8-15

Isaac QUAYNOR		

182cm/82kg

General Defender | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

Zak BUTTERS			

181cm/70kg

Outside Midfielder/Forward | Western Jets/Vic Metro

+ Vertical leap, one-on-ones, footy IQ, decision making, endurance, scope
- Midfield development, consistency

+ Speed, agility, X-factor, vision, scope, athleticism
- Endurance, strength

Isaac Quaynor is a likely first round prospect who has impressed with his
all-but complete game and outstanding athletic attributes. It is rare that
a player can combine that athleticism and a good footy brain, which is exactly what Quaynor does. He takes the game on and backs himself in.

There are plenty of good value talents in the draft crop and while he is not
talked up as much as some others, Butters has some really exciting traits with
plenty of room for improvement when in an elite environment. He has natural
footballing talent combined with good athleticism.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-25

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-25

NATIONAL COMBINE
INVITEES
A-Z

Daly ANDREWS			

183cm/76kg

Outside Midfielder | Western Jets/Vic Metro

Noah ANSWERTH		

182cm/82kg

Medium Utility | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

+ Acceleration, evasion, versatility, penetrating kick, endurance
- Kicking consistency, tackling, inside game

+ Competitiveness, leadership, contested work, disposal, tackling
- Outside class, higher impact kick

Daly Andrews is a superb athlete with a penetrating kick who can cover the ground
well. He has the versatility to play anywhere on the ground, and once he can build on
his improvements such as kicking consistency and tackling, as well as add to his
lighter frame, Andrews could be a really valuable half-back or wingman at AFL level.

Noah Answerth has left no stone unturned this year, after the disappointing
injury last year Answerth set out to make the most of his final TAC Cup year
which he did leading his team to a Grand Final, earning Vic Metro selection
and he finishing the year as a committed and consistent performer at all levels.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

Nicholas BAKER		

Tall Utility | Lauderdale/Tasmania

189cm/81kg

Zane BARZEN			

193cm/77kg

General Forward | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

+ Kicking, versatility, defensive traits, game smarts, positioning
- Acceleration, accumulation, endurance

+ Kicking, composure, scoreboard impact, scope, footy IQ
- Athleticism, endurance, consistency

Nick Baker is a solid prospect with some impressive qualities, while also
having a number of areas he can further develop. He might lack that massive
X-factor, but what Baker does offer is a consistent effort, and a well balanced
game of both offensive and defensive weapons.

Barzen is a hard player to judge when it comes to draft projection and how
clubs view him. He has the natural talent and scope to be a player who can be
damaging at the elite level with a high impact per possession. But he has to
build a bigger tank to improve his consistency and his athleticism.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

Toby BEDFORD			

176cm/65kg

Small Forward | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

Thomas BERRY			

185cm/76kg

Medium Utility | GWV Rebels/Vic Country

+ Speed, agility, intensity, pressure, tackling, movement in traffic
- Production, consistency, scoreboard impact

+ Acceleration, agility, strength, inside ability, versatility
- Kicking, decision making

Toby Bedford is an exciting talent and you can’t help but love the way he goes
about his footy. He plays with flair and dare and there are things only he can do
with the way he gets out of trouble so effortlessly. He has been a dangerous player
all year with his tackling pressure and ability to make something out of nothing.

Tom Berry is an elite athlete who loves a contest. He attacks the ball with vigour,
and while he has not had a clean run at it, he has still shown some promising signs.
Most notably, Berry has added versatility to his bow in season 2018, however his
kicking and decision making still needs work. The most agile player in the draft crop.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third Round

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

James BLANCK			

195cm/80kg

Key Position Defender | Eastern Ranges/Vic Metro

Riley BOWMAN			

198cm/82kg

Ruck | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Closing speed, spoiling, rebounding, intercept marking
- Endurance, strength, raw

+ Ruck work, strength, positioning, scoreboard impact
- Speed, endurance

James Blanck is one of the surprise packets of the 2018 season, coming
from a long way back to make Vic Metro and then play a couple of games
and show his wares on the big stage. He uses the ball well, can close down
an opponent with his acceleration, and does the defensive things right.

Riley Bowman is one of the top ruck prospects in the 2018 AFL Draft crop.
Arguably he and Kieren Briggs are the only two sole ruck prospects who will
come into consideration early in the AFL National Draft, and depending on where
clubs need talls, Bowman will likely slot in somewhere in the middle of the draft. .

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: 40+

Kieren BRIGGS			

200cm/98kg

Ruck | GWS GIANTS Academy/NSW-ACT

Oscar BROWNLESS		

186cm/76kg

Inside Midfielder/Forward | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

+ Endurance, contested marking, strength, tackling, ruck work
- Speed, agility

+ Endurance, leadership, footy IQ, goal sense, clean hands, defensive work
- Speed, kicking

Kieren Briggs is the standout pure ruck in the draft class, and is expected to be the first ruck taken in the draft. He is strong overhead, covers the ground well and lays a high amount of tackles for a ruck, and
these strengths will see him come into consideration in the second round.

Oscar Brownless is a potential Geelong father-son prospect who has plenty of
attractive traits. His elite endurance, high footy IQ, great goal sense and clean
hands hold him in good stead. While his kicking could be ironed out at times
and he is not quick, he applies plenty of defensive pressure on the ball carrier.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 25-40

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

Jack BYTEL			187cm/81kg

Jarrod CAMERON		

+ Inside game, strength, penetrating kick, endurance, accumulation
- Speed, outside game

+ Speed, evasion, courage, poise goal sense, clean overhead
- Consistency, size, maturity

Jack Bytel is one of the more underrated inside midfielders in the draft crop.
He is that pure inside mid at this stage, but with time, can develop to be more
effective on the outside. He is a high accumulator of the football, and has a
high endurance base with a strong defensive mindset.

Cameron is one of those excitement machines that you would want to have
in your team. While his testing during the AFL combine was solid rather than
spectacular, it is his impact during games which is the most important factor.
Cameron is at a more advanced level than his brother at the same age.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round

DRAFT PROJECTION: 25-40

Inside Midfielder | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

180cm/69kg

Small Forward | Swan Districts/Western Australia

Keidean COLEMAN		

181cm/74kg

General Defender | Brisbane Academy/Queensland

Joel CROCKER			

191cm/73kg

Tall Utility | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

+ Speed, agility, athleticism, class, scope
- Defensive pressure, accumulation, strength

+ Versatility, class, agility, athleticism, determination
- Size, strength, durability

Keidean Coleman is an exciting, raw product who has plenty of impressive offensive attributes. He does have to find more of the ball and build his defensive
game, but he has class, great agility and a good scope to look at long-term. If
drafted, fans can expect he will take a while, so patience is required.

If not for injury, Joel Crocker’s talent might have seen him discussed as one of
2018’s top prospects. However, this could see the utility prove a late bargain in
the draft, provided he can solve the issue of his troublesome ankles early in his
career. North Melbourne will likely select him as a father-son pick.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

Luke ENGLISH			

180cm/76kg

Balanced Midfielder | Perth/Western Australia

Luke FOLEY			

187cm/75kg

Balanced Midfielder | Subiaco/Western Australia

+ Accumulation, scoreboard impact, two-way runner, tackling
- Speed, disposal efficiency

+ Accumulation, skills, workrate, clean hands, scoreboard impact
- Strength, durability, acceleration from stoppage

Luke English is a solid midfield prospect, with his mature body, ball-winning acumen, two-way running and his ability to impact the scoreboard. He can play from
round one next year if a team that selects him sees fit. He could be good value early
in his career, having already played against senior bodies at Reserves level for Perth.

One of the premium midfield prospects for this year’s draft, Foley is a
hard-working, skilful and damaging midfielder. Expect Foley to play a few
games in his first season of AFL football. He showed at the National Championships, that he is capable of using the ball well and making good decisions.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-30

Zac FOOT				

180cm/71kg

Outside Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

Will GOLDS			

181cm/68kg

Outside Midfielder | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

+ Ground coverage, class, kicking, clean hands, workrate, versatility
- Consistency, acceleration

+ Endurance, evasion, accumulation, clean hands, footy IQ
- Contested work, scoreboard impact, consistency

Zac Foot’s run and carry, and ability to find space are standouts in his game as he
continues to demonstrate clean and precise kicking. He is a player of pure class
and versatility, who covers the ground well and knows how to apply important
pressure. He won’t be taken too high in the draft due to some consistency issues.

Will Golds is an outside midfielder with some top athletic traits in his endurance and agility, and can win the football regularly. He has good game smarts
and is clean by hand, often trying to break open the game through a series of
handballs. Not quick, he is smart enough to think his way through traffic.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 35-50

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

Damon GREAVES		

186cm/74kg

General Defender | East Perth/Western Australia

Riley GRUNDY			

195cm/79kg

Key Position Defender | Sturt/South Australia

+ Inside game, strength, penetrating kick, endurance, accumulation
- Contested marking, strength

+ Contested marking, athleticism, speed, scope, rapid improvement
- Game sense, accumulation, skills under pressure

Damon Greaves has the potential to become a very capable medium-sized
defender in the AFL. His intercept and rebounding play, combined with his
“stopping” makes him an attractive prospect. He is predicted to be a mid draft
prospect for whichever club needs a well-balanced defender.

Riley Grundy personifies raw talent in the draft pool. He has tremendous
athleticism and huge upside as shown by his quick development in the past
18 months. His hands are strong and naturally a defender in the way he plays
which at his size and speed make him a valuable commodity.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

Will HAMILL			

185cm/70kg

Balanced Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

Angus HANRAHAN		

182cm/68kg

General Forward | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

+ Skills, clean hands, versatility, acceleration, agility, endurance
- Production, size

+ Class, compsure, run and carry, kicking, football smarts, versatility
- Size, consistency, contested work

Hamill has a lot of upside despite the relatively low production but with the
high impact he can have with his disposal and his impressive finals series,
he has remained a draft chance. He has the tools that recruiters like with
his upside, athleticism and overall skill amongst the best in this year draft

Angus Hanrahan is a classy outside ball-user who, if used across half-back, will
set play up, run, receive handballs and carry. When positioned up forward he will
simply hit the scoreboard, while still providing that trademark outside ball use.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third Round

Connor IDUN			

190cm/89kg

Tall Utility | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

DRAFT PROJECTION: 40+

Ben JARVIS			

188cm/77kg

Tall Forward/Ruck | Norwood/South Australia

+ Versatility, aggression, spoiling, one-on-ones, closing speed
- Set shot goalkicking, consistency

+ Contested marking, goal sense, speed, agility, vertical leap
- Unclear position, forward pressure, size

Connor Idun is a reliable defender with some impressive defensive traits who
can also play forward when required. He has great closing speed, is good
one-on-one and cleanly spoils the ball. Once he can build his endurance base
further and develop greater consistency, he could be a very handy asset.

Ben Jarvis is a strong mark who plays tall for his size, with nice speed for his
height. He is dangerous around goal and consistently finds himself in the right
spots in the forward line to hit the scoreboard. His engine has improved and
no doubt enhanced his ability to work to contests and get involved.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

Tom JOYCE			

179cm/67kg

Inside Midfielder | East Fremantle/Western Australia

Will KELLY				193cm/83kg
Key Position Defender | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

+ Speed, contested work accumulation, endurance, leadership, clean user
- Size, kicking efficiency, durability

+ Kicking, marking, versatility, competitive, flexibility
- Size, agility, acceleration

While there is a unknown factor on how Joyce will return following his lengthy
spell on the sidelines due to a persistent hip injury, his work ethic and dedication
to better himself tells you that he will respond to the challenge. On talent alone,
he well and truly deserves to be on an AFL list next season.

Will Kelly is one of the top intercepting, key defender prospects in this year’s
draft and a father-son prospect for Collingwood. After a spectacular top-age
season, Kelly has grabbed the attention of many onlookers and could attract a
bid in the second round. He has the attributes to make it at AFL level.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 30-60

DRAFT PROJECTION: 25-40

William KENNEDY		

198cm/86kg

Key Position Utility | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

Jacob KENNERLEY		

184cm/76kg

Outside Midfielder | Norwood/South Australia

+ Versatility, mobility, kicking, endurance
- Size, consistency, speed

+ Athleticism, endurance, accumulation, skills, decision making
- Tackle pressure, size

Kennedy is likely to be a sought-after prospect due to his versatility; he has
impressed as a key-defender, proved impactful up forward, and is more than
capable in the ruck, where he has demonstrated ability. He is also mobile
across the ground, with his kicking also a prominent feature.

Jacob Kennerley is one of the most damaging wingman in this year’s draft
crop, having all the attributes suited to the role. His running ability sets him
apart from similar players, but added to this is his excellent skills and decision
making which make his game well rounded.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

DRAFT PROJECTION: 25-50

Buku KHAMIS			

190cm/81kg

Tall Defender | Western Jets/Vic Metro

Dirk KOENEN			

194cm/87kg

Key Position Defender | GCS Academy/Queensland

+ Kicking, intercept marking, positioning, composure, endurance
- Strength, tackling, game sense

+ Disposal, athleticism, quick hands, decision making, one-on-ones
- Accumulation, consistency, size

Buku Khamis is an exciting talent who possesses a natural athletic base and
elite-level skills. While he is still raw, Khamis has improved at a ridiculous rate
to really hone his craft and match his best traits to the kind of player he looks
to be. He is one of the best kicks in the draft and positions well in defence.

Dirk Koenen has been a rapidly developing prospect who has arguably come
from further back than others in the same position, but he has already made impressive leaps and bounds. He has a number of impressive athletic traits, uses
the ball well by hand or foot, and makes good decisions coming out of defence.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 35-50

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

Jacob KOSCHITZKE		

196cm/94kg

Key Position Utility | Murray Bushrangers/GWS Academy

Connor MCFADYEN		

190cm/88kg

Tall Utility | Brisbane Lions Academy/Allies

+ Competitiveness, one-on-ones, marking, composure, versatility, footy IQ
- Mobility, accumulation, scoreboard impact when forward

+ Versatility, agility, marking, positioning, contested work, dual sided, clean
- Consistency, acceleration on-field, composure

Jacob Koschitzke is among the best key position prospects in this draft. Koschitzke proved enough despite his late injury that he will be a player you can rely
on to do a job down back and get the best out of himself after an impressive
National Under 18 Championships which resulted in an All-Australian jumper.

Powerful, big-bodied midfielders are hard to find these days and we have seen
that they are extremely valuable in modern football. When McFadyen increases
his aerobic capacity required further to play senior football, he will become a
damaging player that can be utilised in multiple positions around the ground.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 30+

DRAFT PROJECTION: 25-40

Matt MCGANNON		

184cm/73kg

General Defender | Gippsland Power/Vic Country

Ned MCHENRY			

176cm/71kg

Balanced Midfielder | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

+ Skills, decision making, dual sided, endurance, work rate, character
- Contested ball, physicality, speed

+ Evasion, tackling, decision making, clearances, endurance, team player
- Speed, consistency

Matt McGannon is a classy, smooth moving defender or midfielder who arguably has the best foot skills available in this year’s draft. Coaches and teammates want the ball in his hands and he rarely lets them down with his execution. He has made that modern day “quarterback” role his own.

Ned McHenry is a great player who clubs should not overlook just because of
his size. He is the draft crop gut-runner who is a tackling machine with good
evasion techniques and decision making, as well as an ability to win clearances and play through the midfield or up forward.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-40

Tom MCKENZIE			

184cm/76kg

Medium Utility | Northern Knights/Vic Metro

Jez MCLENNAN		

183cm/81kg

General Defender | Central District/South Australia

+ Versatility, distribution in traffic, clearance work, consistency
- Consistency by foot, scoreboard impact, strength

+ Intercept marking, positioning, composure, foot skills
- Consistency, accumulation

Tom McKenzie has enough likeable traits, and could well prove to be a valuable asset to any AFL side with his smarts and natural ability. He may need to
work on his size to compete with bigger midfield bodies, but his work-rate and
current strengths in congestion, suggest he has room to grow and improve.

Jez McLennan is a classy intercept marking defender with strong one on one
ability and with the ability to grow into a more attacking and impactful defender. He can take his own high mark, or has the courage to drop in front of the
full forward and then rebounds with poise.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 35-60

DRAFT PROJECTION: 20-50

Irving MOSQUITO		

175cm/69kg

Small Forward | Gippsland Power/Vic Country

Hugo MUNN			

197cm/93kg

Key Position Forward | Sturt/South Australia

+ X-factor, defensive pressure, goal sense, cleanliness, skills, explosive
- Consistency, output, accumulation, endurance

+ Contested marking, strength, goalkicking, size, athleticism
- Speed, versatility

Irving Mosquito is your classic small forward who provides the tricks, goal
sense and most importantly the manic defensive pressure that all AFL coaches
preach in the modern game. He is still extremely raw and has key improvements to get the most out of himself, but just ticks so many boxes.

Hugo Munn is a contested marking forward who has abilities to reward effort
from his midfield and hit the scoreboard and create moments for his team. He
does have some areas such as speed and versatility to work on, but he could be
that power forward target inside 50 for clubs looking for a goal scoring option.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

Xavier O’HALLORAN		

187cm/83kg

Inside Midfielder | Western Jets/Vic Metro

Xavier O’NEILL			

183cm/78kg

Outside Midfielder | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

+ Athleticism, leadership, decision making, inside game, high impact
- Accumulation, consistency by foot

+ Speed, vertical leap, balanced, footy IQ, offensive drive
- Accumulation, inside game

Xavier O’Halloran’s leadership qualities alone make him a more attractive option than other midfielders in the draft. His competitive nature, clearance work and contested ball-winning ability will definitely be a handy addition to a midfield lacking in those areas.

Xavier O’Neill is an outside midfielder with great speed, a good vertical leap
and valuable footy smarts. If he can continue to develop by using his weapons
in a game and build on areas of improvement such as an inside game and
accumulation more of the football, he could be a very solid player.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-30

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

Dillon O’REILLY			

194cm/89kg

Key Position Forward | East Fremantle/West Australia

Kyle REID				

193cm/85kg

Key Position Defender | Gippsland Power/Vic Country

+ Marking, goalkicking, versatility, work rate, size, clutch
- Endurance, physicality, speed

+ Positioning, clean hands, game smarts, intercept marking, consistency
- Groundball, offensive relevance, potential exposure to taller forwards

While many err on the side of caution with tall forwards, West Australian talent,
Dillon O’Reilly has shown clear signs that he is not afraid of the big moment,
has a large upside and a great deal of versatility to his game.He is not the best
athlete in terms of speed and endurance, but has a high work rate and mobility.

Kyle Reid is your lock down or intercepting key position defender who can be
trusted to complete the required task on nearly every occasion. He is a safe
selection who possesses attributes that suit the modern game, highlighted by
aerial smarts that could even see him develop forward of centre.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

James ROWBOTTOM		

185cm/78kg

Inside Midfielder | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

Hayden SAMPSON		

177cm/67kg

Small Forward | South Adelaide/South Australia

+ Contested ball, clearances, clean hands, tackling, core strength
- Kicking, scoreboard impact

+ Accumulation, acceleration, scoreboard impact, defensive pressure
- Decision making, efficiency

James Rowbottom is one of the prime ball-winners in this year’s draft crop,
taking on one of the most significant inside workloads amongst the best
midfielders. His tackling and work rate in-close allows him to win a heap of his
own ball and clearances, giving his forwards quick supply from the middle.

Hayden Sampson is a goal kicking winger and can rip apart games using his
clean hands and explosive pace to break lines and slot goals. His terrific athletic traits and both class and defensive pressure inside 50 make him an ideal
candidate to fill the void inside 50 at an AFL club.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 35-60

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

Bailey SCOTT			

186cm/74kg

Medium Utility | Gold Coast Suns Academy/Allies

Lachlan SHOLL			

185cm/77kg

Medium Utility | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

+ Clean hands, skills, versatility, scoreboard impact, accumulation
- Consistency, size

+ Disposal, intercept marking, footy IQ, accumulation, endurance
- Contested work, defensive game

Bailey Scott is one of the most well rounded footballers in this draft with his
skill set, ball winning ability, scoreboard impact and developing body make him
an exciting prospect for North Melbourne fans, Scott is proven to be a hard
worker with a likeable character who can slot straight into the Kangaroos’ side.

Lachlan Sholl is a player which clubs would look to in order to fill a role either
at half-back or on the wing, with effective kicking and good decisions with the
ball-in-hand. He does need to develop his defensive game and contested work
further, but he has no trouble finding the ball.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-30

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

Ben SILVAGNI			

194cm/84kg

Key Position Utility | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

Tyron SMALLWOOD		

177cm/80kg

Small Forward | Claremont/Western Australia

+ Versatility, leading patterns, marking, size, scope
- Defensive pressure, accumulation, goalkicking accuracy

+ Skill execution, decision making, scoreboard impact, tackling
- Size, speed

Ben Silvagni is an exciting key position prospect who will undoubtedly follow
his bloodlines and find his way to the Blues. With strong marking ability and the
potential to play as a swingman, Silvagni can fill a role wherever needed,, and
is more of a project player at this stage though, with plenty of room to improve.

Tyron Smallwood is a small forward who has the potential to play midfield due
to his skills, decision-making and two-way running. He has already shown that
he can play against big bodies, not looking out of place in the WAFL. He has a
strong blend of smarts and skill execution, and does all the defensive things.

DRAFT PROJECTION: Late/rookie

DRAFT PROJECTION: Third round onwards

Ely SMITH				

188cm/86kg

Inside Midfielder | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

Tom SPARROW			

182cm/81kg

Inside Midfielder | South Adelaide/South Australia

+ Cleanrances, strength, distribution by hand, vertical jump, consistency
- Scoreboard impact, outside game

+ Contested work, size, explosive pace, competitiveness, team-first
- Kicking efficiency, decision making

Ely Smith is a prospect who has shot up draft boards after terrific TAC Cup form
saw him earn a Vic Country place. He is a readymade player, and in terms of
midfield presence, Smith is one of the few inside midfielders that you notice when
they play, because of his strength, clearance ability and distribution by hand.

Tom Sparrow is one of those players that you want in your team every week.
Tough, team based, explosive pace with contested ball winning ability,
wrapped in a humble exterior. Sparrow would be a smart pick for a club looking to boost hardness and speed.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 25-50

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

Charlie SPRAGUE		

187cm/79kg

Medium Forward | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

Sydney STACK			

177cm/72kg

Balanced Midfielder | Perth/Westen Australia

+ Goal sense, game smarts, set shot goalkicking, leading, composure
- Athleticism, endurance

+ Tackling, work rate, stoppage work, speed, agility, clean ball use
- Size, scoreboard impact

Charlie Sprague gave recruiters glimpses of his natural forward craft and
smarts to get to the right positions and have an impact both with and without
the ball. There are not many with the equal smarts of Sprague, and while he
might not have the athleticism of others, he makes up for it in pure nous.

Sydney Stack has plenty of attributes to make a real impact in the AFL and
you can expect once he build more size to his frame he could be a really damaging prospect at the elite level. He can play a variety of roles using his attack
on the football and nice skills to hurt opposing teams throughout games.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

DRAFT PROJECTION: 20-50

Curtis TAYLOR			

186cm/79kg

Medium Forward | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

Durak TUCKER			

187cm/77kg

Medium Defender | Peel Thunder/Western Australia

+ Vertical jump, X-factor, scoreboard impact, marking, one-on-ones
- Endurance, consistency

+ Overhead marking, kicking, play reading, versatility, professionalism
- Match fitness, size

Curtis Taylor is a forward who can pinch hit as a midfielder and win a game off
his own boot. He has the X-factor, the vertical leap, the strength overhead or
at ground level, and the goal sensebut does have to work on his endurance
and build into four-quarter games. One to watch throughout his career.

Durak Tucker is one of the premium defensive prospects in this year’s draft. He
is strong overhead, reads the game exceptionally well and has the ability to play
on tall and small opponents, which would make him a valuable all-round defensive pick up for an AFL club, late in the draft. Returning from an ACL.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-40

DRAFT PROJECTION: 50+

Fraser TURNER			

186cm/75kg

Outside Midfielder | Clarence/Tasmania

Luke VALENTE			

186cm/80kg

Balanced Midfielder | Norwood/South Australia

+ Spread, acceleration, accumulation, endurance, skills, scoreboard impact
- Inside game, strength, tackling

+ Leadership, accumulation, clean disposal, dual-sided, contested work
- Speed, athleticism

Fraser Turner’s endurance, ball use and the potential to turn into a consistent
ball-winner that can kick goals, is far too good for clubs to ignore. The midfielder does have improvements to make to his game, but he can improve the
other areas of his game to complement his classy outside ball-winning ability.

Luke Valente has all the attributes to impact in his first season at the highest
level and will entice clubs looking for a ready-made midfielder. Valente is built
very solidly for his age and may start his career potentially on the outside but
will spend most of his career as an inside midfielder.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 30-50

DRAFT PROJECTION: 20-35

Laitham VANDERMEER

180cm/76kg

Midfielder/Defender | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

Rhylee WEST			

180cm/80kg

Inside Midfielder/Forward | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

+ Kicking, speed, vertical leap, agility, outside run
- Endurance, inside game

+ Stoppage work, inside game, vertical leap, agility, scoreboard impact
- Overuse, endurance

Laitham Vandermeer has worked hard on the deficiencies in his game which
caused him to miss out last season. He’s one of the more appealing prospects
for clubs looking for a speedy, outside player with clean ball use and he will most
likely be selected late in the draft or possibly in the rookie draft, if successful.

Rhylee West is a small inside midfielder/forward who will likely start inside 50
once he lands at the Western Bulldogs – who are expected to match a bid
somewhere in the first or second rounds. West can read stoppages, work his
way through traffic and hit the scoreboard, while also laying plenty of tackles.

DRAFT PROJECTION: 40+

DRAFT PROJECTION: 15-30

Bailey WILLIAMS		

198cm/95kg

Tall Forward/Ruck | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country
+ Athleticism, contested marking, leading, vertical leap, work rate
- Set shot goalkicking, consistency

Bailey Williams’ athleticism and work-rate make him a dangerous forward utility and his vertical leap could be utilised in ruck or down in defence. With some
dedication, Williams can rid his set-shot problems and return to his elite level.
He might have slipped, but represents great value early in the draft.
DRAFT PROJECTION: 16-30

STATE COMBINE
INVITEES
A-Z

Jake AARTS			
Small Forward | Richmond VFL

180cm/76kg

+ Leadership, pressure, footy IQ, scoreboard impact
- Size, versatility
Jake Aarts produced an underrated season at VFL level playing for the
2017 Grand Finalists. He became a crucial player inside 50 for the Tigers,
applying truckloads of pressure and being that small crumber who not only
won the ball back off the opposition, but made it count on the scoreboard.

Jacob ATLEY			

191cm/74kg

Tall Utility | Bendigo Pioneers/Vic Country

Frank ANDERSON		

186cm/82kg

Medium Forward | South Croydon/Vic Metro
+ Athleticism, leadership, readymade
- Higher level, raw

Anderson is a medium forward who was the surprise inclusion amongst the
State Combine names, revealing that multiple clubs are interested in the Eastern Football League talent. He has great leadership and is an athletic forward
with good size who is readymade to sloit inside 50. Anderson has leadership
in spades, having captained Vic Metro this year in the AFL Victoria Community
Cup. He tested well at the State Combine, showing off his impressive athleticism.

Joe AYTON-DELANEY

179cm/68kg

General Defender | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

+ Versatility, overhead marking, spread, work rate
- Kicking consistency, contested work

+ Skills, spread, agilty, endurance
- Inside game, acceleration

Jacob Atley is able to slot into any role on the field, and spreads well, often
coming off half-back to deliver the ball up the wing. At times his consistency
by foot could be improved, particularly when not afforded time and space out
of the back half, while he could also build on his contested work.

Joe Ayton-Delaney is a clean user of the football primarily coming out of
defence, but can also push onto a wing. He is not blessed with lightning
speed, but Ayton-Delaney has great evasion and endurance to be able
to spread for four quarters and influence a game. Represented Vic Metro.

Finn BETTERMAN		

Brett BEWLEY			

Midfielder | Glenelg/South Australia

180cm/73kg

Midfielder | Williamstown/VFL

185cm/87kg

+ Marking, tackling, defensive pressure, inside game, clearances
- Kicking efficiency, decision making athleticism

+ Endurance, skills, accumulation, defensive work, professionalism
- Decision making under pressure

Diminutive South Australian midfielder, Finn Betterman is a hard nut who
showed good aerial ability considering his size for Glenelg at Under 18 and
Reserves level. His inside work and defensive game are strong, but he could
better his decision making by foot to become a more all-round midfielder.

One of the game’s top gut-runners, not just in the VFL. Will burn his opponents to shreds with his hard running, but also hurt them both offensively and defensively. He is not the quickest or most agille player, but
his professionalism to improve is top notch, as is his defensive work.

Riley BICE				

Atu BOSENAVULAGI		

185cm/68kg

Medium Forward | Murray Bushrangers/GWS Academy

179cm/79kg

Small Forward | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

+ Decision making, kicking, scoreboard impact, work rate
- Size, speed, endurance

+ Defensive pressure, scoreboard impact, goal sense, spread
- Agility, versatility, consistency

A lightly built half-forward who could pinch through the middle, Riley Bice
showed a number of times that he was capable of standing out for the
Bushrangers in the TAC Cup. He makes good decisions by hand or foot, is
a lovely left foot kick and has a high work rate and impacts the scoreboard.

Atu Bosenavulagi is a defensively-minded small forward who also
has some eye-catching offensive traits. Bosenavulagi is tied to Collingwood’s Next Generation Academy and was a big improver this season
with his pressure and goal sense inside 50, hitting the scoreboard regularly.

Connor BRISTOW		

Declan CARMODY		

180cm/70kg

Outside Midfielder | Norwood/South Australia

177cm/70kg

Small Forward | Glenelg/South Australia

+ Agility, endurance, kicking, scope
- Speed, strength, contested work, size

+ Disposal efficiency, tackle pressure, speed, goalkicking
- Size, strength, endurance

Bristow is a developing playerwho caught the eye of recruiters this season for
Norwood’s Under 18s side. Bristow showed strong endurance and execution,
as well as great evasion skills. He was very outside orientated with just 22.9
per cent of his possessions contestedt, while he could also bulk up.

Glenelg small Declan Carmody has a good eye for goal and his efficiency
bodes well for potential time in the midfield. Carmody’s speed also allows him
to bring defensive pressure to the fold, but he can work on areas like his endurance and most obviously his strength to help him have an greater impact.

Jason CARTER			

182cm/75kg

Midfielder/Defender | Peel Thunder/Western Australia

Kade CHANDLER		

173cm/73kg

Small Forward | Norwood/South Australia

+ Speed, skill, smarts, agility
- Accumulation,. contested work

+Tackling, defensive pressure, vertical leap, endurance
- Size, speed

Carter is a Fremantle NGA prospect who has a rich blend of speed, skill and
smarts. At times he can make mistakes with his execution, but he is able to
get himself out of trouble thanks to impressive agility. He needs to find more of
the football and build on his contested game, but Carter has natural talent.

Chandler is a lightly-built small forward, who . has a knack for defensive pressure. He laid more than six tackles per game for South Australia at the National
Under 18 Championships. While he is not big in stature, and not overly quick,
Chandler has good endurance, great pressure and a strong vertical leap.

Oscar CHAPMAN		

Tate COLEMAN			

191cm/78kg

Tall Forward | North Adelaide/South Australia

179cm/70kg

Small Defender | South Adelaide/South Australia

+ Goal sense, contested marking, high speed running
- Consistency, effiicency

+ Agility, speed, reound, accumulation, marking
- Endurance, size

North Adelaide’s Oscar Chapman has enjoyed a good overage year, showcasing his X-factor and marking ability. Chapman has good speed on the lead,
highlighted by his final National Championships performance this year, but can
work on consistently showing the talent he has throughout games.

Coleman is a player who can find plenty of the ball and use his strong athleticism to win the football in the air or at ground level. His endurance needs
improving, and still has areas of improvement when in control of the football,
but has a nice athletic foundation from which to work with for clubs.

Jacob COLLINS			

Job COLWELL			

189cm/81kg

Medium Defender | Norwood/South Australia

182cm/80kg

Medium Forward | South Adelaide/South Australia

+ Size, class, damage, speed
- Kicking consistency, constested work

+ Agility, scoreboard impact, goal sense
- Speed, endurance

Collins is a medium defender who is ready to go at senior level with a frame
that can play against bigger bodies, and athleticism that can match it with
quicker forwards. He ran the 20m sprint in 2.97 seconds at the State Conmbine, but his ball use can be inconsistent, however has the capability to be a
weapon.

Colwell is a small forward with a few tricks that make him damaging inside 50.
He has a keen goal sense, great agility and consistently hits the scoreboard,
which is something that can trouble small forwards. His speed (3.13 seconds)
and endurance (20.2 Yo-yo) but he has upside for the future.

Tobin COX				

Stephen CUMMING		

177cm/78kg

Midfielder/Forward | Glenelg/South Australia

199cm/104kg

Ruck/Key Position Forward | Dandenong Stingrays/NT

+ Contested work, goal sense, kicking, clearances
- Speed, agility

+ Strength, contested marking, versatility, one-on-ones
- Athleticism, accumulation, consistency

Cox broke through for his SANFL League debut in his overage year after an injury-interrupted 2017 season. Cox played in the forward line this year and showed good
goal sense, but his contested ball ability and knack for clearances also make him a
good midfield option for the future should he improve his accumulation and speed.

Dandenong premiership player Stephen Cumming is a raw tall prospect who
stands out with his strength in one-on-one or contested marking situations.
Cumming uses his 104kg frame to his advantage in key position posts at both
ends. Cumming can work on his athleticism and accumulation as he develops.

Dylan CURLEY			

Kyle DUNKLEY			

188cm/70kg

Medium Forward | East Fremantle/Western Australia

184cm/81kg

Medium Utility | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Country

+ Athleticism, marking, skills, decision making, X-factor
- Consistency, accumulation

+ Tackling, contested ball, endurance, agility
- Accumulation, consistency

Curley brings an x-factor that not many can, flying high and booting plenty of
goals in this year’s WAFL Colts competition. With an impressive range of marking skills and the added bonus of smarts, Curley would look towards improving his consistency and accumulation to better impact the game more often.

Sydney father-son prospect Kyle Dunkley is a hard-at-it midfielder who will hope to
join his brother, Josh in the AFL ranks. The Oakleigh product is a tackling machine,
and can run all day to win his own ball through the midfield. He isn’t a huge accumulator though, and could work on that area to improve his overall consistency.

Oliver EASTLAND		

Ruck | Claremont/Western Australia

196cm/86kg

Kody EATON			

193cm/84kg

Tall Forward | East Fremantle/Western Australia

+ Senior experience, tap work, positioning
- Physical size, goal kicking

+ Competitiveness, size, speed, agility
- Accumulation

Eastland put together a consistent season, averaging more than 21 hitouts
from 11.6 disposals per game. He has that senior experience, and his ruck
work and positioning at stoppages is very good. He does need to add more
muscle to his frame and improve his impact up forward, but is readymade.

Kody Eaton found a home in East Fremantle’s Colts’ forward line late in the
year, showing glimpses of rare talent. Eaton’s speed and agility were highlighted by his State Combine times of 2.96 and 8.4 seconds in the respective tests, which are superb for his size. Plenty of potential to work with there.

Harry EDWARDS		

Patrick FARRANT		

195cm/80kg

Ruck | Swan Districts/Western Australia

189cm/75kg

Medium Forward | Swan Districts/Western Australia

+ Mobile, hard working, defensive efforts
- Size, physical maturity, consistency

+ Raw ability, goal sense, creative instinct
- Consistency, size

Edwards is a hard working ruckman who lays plenty of tackles and has good
second efforts at ground level. He is still raw and finding consistency in his
game, but week-in, week-out he always has a defensive element to his style.
He is mobile and gets around the ground well and is a long-term prospect.
those clubs keen on securing a ruck.

Farrant is the definition of ‘flying under the radar’, playing for his hometown
club instead of full-time in the WAFL last year. A raw player with creative
instinct and goal sense, Farrant just needs to build more size to his frame, and
develop greater consistency to take his game to the next level.

Sam FLETCHER			188cm/77kg

Darcy FORT			

+ Accumulation, courage, inside game, tackling, clean hands, clearances
- Kicking, scoreboard impact

+ Agility, mobility, height, follow-up work, athleticism
- Strength, speed

Fletcher is a tough inside midfielder who loves getting his hands dirty at the
stoppages. Fletcher put in a solid shift in the grand final to complete a consistent
year. While he handballs well out of congestion, Fletcher could look to improve
his kicking and hit the scoreboard more often as he builds an outside game.

Fort has become one of the more effective rucks at State level. While his
strength and speed can be worked on, Fort is a ruckman with equally good
ground work to what he provides in the air at 205cm. He can clunk contested
marks up forward, but looks a good option as a permanent ruck this year.

Martin FREDERICK		

Xavier FRY			

Inside Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

178cm/74kg

Small Defender | WWT Eagles/South Australia

204cm/96kg

Ruck | Central District/South Australia

183cm/68kg

Outside Midfielder/Defender | Eastern Ranges/Vic Metro

+ Clean hands, run and carry, endurance, agility, explosiveness, upside
- Raw, size, accumulation, vertical leap

+ Speed, kicking, agility, acceleration, clean hands
- Strength, tackling, inside game

Frederick is a small defender tied to Port Adelaide’s NGA. Frederick provides
plenty of run and carry from his half-back role, and is always looking to use his
speed and agility to move the ball. Frederick has a high upside, but does not have a
huge leap and thus may be restricted to only retaining opposition small forwards.

Fry is a smooth moving half-back whose speed and kicking ability allow him
to provide dangerous offensive drive when rebounding, while his acceleration
and accumulation skills suggest he could move into the midfield, Fry will need
to improve on his strength and tackling to be effective in the engine room.

Matthew GAHAN		

185cm/79kg

Medium Defender | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country
+ Disposal, positioning, decision making, endurance
- Accumulation, tackling, speed

Gahan is an offensively minded defended who can hurt teams with his use by foot
coming out of defence. While he is not as quick as other rebounding defenders,
Gahan’s endurance allows him to both position well and have an impact all day.
He will look to find more of hte ball, but could still remain as that reliable defender.

Hudson GARONI		

195cm/91kg

Key Position Forward | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country
+ Contested marking, goalkicking, positioning, one-on-ones
- Athleticism, versatility, endurance
Garoni was hard to beat inside 50 this year, using his big frame well to bully opposition defenders. Garoni’s positioning and nous in front of goal suggest he is a natural
forward, but he is definitely a more old-school one. Athleticism and endurance will
be the main focusses for Garoni over a pre-season, with plenty of talent to build on.

Jake GASPER			

183cm/80kg

Medium Forward | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

Noah GOWN			

193cm/91kg

Key Position Forward | Gippsland Power/Vic Country

+ Goal sense, goalkicking, tackling, footy IQ
- Endurance, speed

+ Contested marking, forward presence, flexiility, kicking
- Pace, endurance

The Oakleigh Chargers small forward is by no means a zippy type, but uses
his smarts and goal sense to good effect in what is a near-complete forward
game. Gasper will look to work on his endurance and speed in order to better
suit the small-medium forward archetype, as the natural ability is already there.

Gown relished a move forward early in the year to finish with a total of 31 goals,
including two bags of five. Gown has a presence in the forward 50, with fantastic
contested marking and a huge work rate. Gown’s pace and endurance could be
worked on, but would simply add to the Gippsland product’s fast-developing game.

Caleb GRAHAM			

Sam GRAHAM			

194cm/84kg

Key Position Utility | Gold Coast Academy/Allies

185cm/76kg

Outside Midfielder | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

+ Versatility, strength, contested marking, closing speed
- Agility, endurance

+ Transition play, kicking, metres gained, rebounding
- Contested work, accumulation

Graham is a versatile tall who seemed most settled in defence. While his agility
and endurance need work, Graham is a proficient contested marker, and his
closing . speed is very impressive. Between his pace and strength, Graham
has areas that clubs will have taken on board. A long-term prospect to nurture.

Graham is a versatile player who provides good decision making and transition
play, fast developing into a real 50-100 meter player. He can find tricky options
from half-back and send his side forward with great efficiency. Het would hope
to find the ball more often given his role, and could also up his contested ball.

Brayden HAM			

Ethan HANSEN			

181cm/69kg

Medium Utility | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

182cm/72kg

Balanced Midfielder | Perth/Western Australia

+ Speed, agility, endurance, vertical leap, high impact per possession
- Inside game, kicking consistency

+ Decision making, ball handling, pace, skill, aggression
- Endurance, consistency

Ham is one of the best athletes in the draft pool, and stood out with times of 2.97
seconds (20m sprint) and 22.20 (yo-yo test), highlighting his rare mix of speed and
endurance. Ham has worked mostly on the outside, so could improve his inside
game and kicking range. He still has potential to burn and will be hard to ignore.

Hansen brings aggression to the contest, while also possessing the class to
make good decisions on the outside. Hansen also has the handling ability to be
an effective clearance player. While he is great in spurts, the Perth Colts product
could work on his endurance as a midfielder to impact games more consistently.

Will HAYES			181cm/79kg

Jed HILL		

+ Accumulation, tackling, line-breaking, endurance, footy IQ
- Size, scoreboard impact

+ Vertical leap, scoreboard impact, clean, agility, X-factor
- Strength, consistency

Hayes has been a steady improver during his five years in the state league system, with this year being his best to date to earn him a State Combine invite.
The diminutive midfielder was Footscray’s leading disposal getter, combining
his ball winning ability with hard tackling and spread from the contest.

The small forward is as exciting in the air as he is at ground level. With top
agility and vertical leap, Hill has the ability to cause plenty of headaches for
opposition defenders. He will need to bulk up to compete at the next level, as
well as build further consistency, but as a whole he has nice draftable qualities.

Wil HICKMOTT			

Nick HIND				

Balanced Midfielder | Western Bulldogs VFL

180cm/76kg

Midfielder | Subiaco/Western Australia

179cm/68kg

Small Forward/Midfielder | GWV Rebels/Vic Country

Medium Defender | Essendon VFL

181cm/72kg

+ Composure, skill, vision, decision making
- Contested work, scoreboard impact

+ Acceleration, run and carry, footy IQ, readymade, work ethic
- Strength, one-on-ones, tackling, kicking consistency

Hickmott is a smooth moving outside midfielder with sound skills. A potential
Carlton father-son, Hickmott starred this year for Subiaco’s Colts side averaging 22 touches, to earn a call-up to the West Australian squad. Naturally,
Hickmott could work on his inside craft, and look to hit the scoreboard more.

Hind caught eyes around the country with his pulsating run from half-back
in this year’s VFL finals series, but it was merely the cherry on top of a fine
season. Given he plays at break-neck speed, Hind can sharpen his decision
making and disposal, but is otherwise a prospect who can have an impact.

Corey HITCHCOCK		

180cm/75kg

General Defender | Claremont/Western Australia

Austin HODGE		

190cm/83kg

Tall Utility | Gippsland Power/Vic Country

+ Aerobic ability, versatility, scope, defensive pressure
- Physical stature, accumulation

+ Inside nous, determination, character, contested marking, courage
- Kicking efficiency, pace, durability

Hitchcock did not play in the WAFL as a top-age player. He joined Claremont
this year and rotated between half-back and wing, averaging 14 disposals at
Colts level. He is very raw, and not a huge accumulator, but has great aerobic
ability, and good versatility that might be worth a chance from an AFL club.

Hodge has enjoyed three consistent seasons of TAC Cup footy, putting forward his case with another year of solid inside work. A dependable midfielder,
Hodge has great determination and professionalism, making him an asset
both on and off the field. The knock remains his pace and kicking efficiency.

Marty HORE			

Harry HOULAHAN		

Medium Defender | Collingwood VFL

189cm/81kg

187cm/74kg

Balanced Midfielder | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

+ Skills, accumulation, marking, consistency
- Tackling, speed, size

+ Efficiency, inside/outside mix, clean hands, leadership
- Accumulation, consistency

Hore is a top intercept defender in the VFL competition, having grafted together three outstanding seasons for the Magpies. Add a booming left foot kick
to his aerial prowess and you have an absolute weapon across half-back.Not
overly quick and could improve his tackling numbers, he is fairly solid overall.

Houlahan possesses a good mix of inside and outside ability, with a good
knack of firing handballs to space and picking targets well on the outside. His
clean hands bode well for both roles, giving him good versatility through the
midfield, but he could build a more consistent game by finding more disposals.

James JORDON		

Zane KEIGHRAN		

186cm/84kg

Outside Midfielder | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

182cm/79kg

Medium Utility | Bendigo Pioneers/Vic Country

+ Kick penetration, decision making, link-up play
- Consistency, accumulation

+ Kicking, balanced, versatility, work rate, character
- Strength, raw

Jordon has bolted into draft contention on the back of some fantastic late-season form. With a penetrating kick and sound decision making, Jordon is a
dangerous link player who can both rebound and enter the 50 arcs to good effect.Jordon does need to build more consistency and find more ball, however.

Keighran is a balanced midfielder who has consistently worked hard to
perform well. He possesses a sound kick at all ranges, and is versatile in
the sense that he can be damaging on the inside, outside and off half-back.
Keighran is still quite raw though, and must build strength going forward.

Josh KEMP			

Tom LEWIS			

186cm/73kg

General Forward | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

179cm/80kg

Inside Midfielder | Sturt/South Australia

+ Speed, goal sense, vertical leap, marking, defensive pressure
- Accumulation, consistency

+ Contested work, defensive traits, leadership, competitiveness, strength
- Speed, athleticism, higher impact per possession

Kemp impressed with four goals on debut late in the TAC Cup season to rocket into draft contention. With speed and a great vertical leap, Kemp finds many
avenues to goal and has surprisingly strong hands overhead. Kemp can work
on hitting the scoreboard in each of his games in order to improve.

Lewis is an old school footballer with a solid contested game and admirable
professionalism. The Sturt product tackles well and leads by example with his
attack on the ball, using his nuggetty frame to get first use. Like a lot of inside
midfielders, Lewis can work on his speed, while also adding greater hurt factor.

Matty LLOYD			

Mihail LOCHOWIAK		

185cm/77kg

Outside Midfielder/Defender | GWV Rebels/Vic Country

184cm/82kg

Medium Defender | Sturt/South Australia

+ Accumulation, rebounding, spread, positioning
- Athleticism, contested work, kicking consistency

+ Speed, athleticism, line breaking, rebounding, size, strength
- Kicking efficiency, decision making, tackle pressure

Lloyd will be hoping to join brother, Sydney’s Jake, in the AFL ranks. Lloyd
rebounds and spreads well, finding plenty of the ball on the outside. Given he
plays best when given space, Lloyd can work on building an inside game and
sharpening his kicking up to become a more effective half-back/wingman.

Lochowiak has caught the eye this year with his mix of speed and strength,
earning a call up to the championships. A true rebounder, Lochowiak’s size is
also a welcome asset as he possesses great burst. His decision making could
be improved though and tackling will become more important at the next level.

Jeromy LUCAS			

184cm/81kg

Medium Forward | GWS GIANTS Academy/Allies

Rhyan MANSELL		

178cm/72kg

Small Utility | North Launceston/Tasmania

+ Vertical leap, speed, endurance, goal sense
- Agility, consistency

+ Acceleration, tackling, defensive work, composure
- Endurance, accumulation

Lucas is an exciting forward with impressive athletic traits. He doesn’t need
a heap of the ball to have an impact, but is a constant threat on account of
his speed, vertical leap and goal sense. He can zone in and out of games at
times, so more consistent performances will be a key improvement to make.

Mansell was the sole Tasmanian State Combine invitee, having impressed with
his defensive pressure and attack on the ball. The cousin of the highly-touted
Tarryn Thomas, Mansell has good acceleration and composure with ball in
hand, and great defensive work, but can work on his endurance in due course.

Darcy MARSH			

Tyler MARTIN			

178cm/75kg

Small Utility | Brisbane Lions Academy/Allies

188cm/80kg

Medium Defender | Norwood/South Australia

+ Vertical leap, speed, clean, scoreboard impact, work rate
- Endurance, consistency, size

+ Footy IQ, class, marking, versatility, kicking
- Accumulation, offensive drive

Marsh is a player with a high work rate who can play all over the ground. He
needs to improve his consistency, build more size and a greater tank, but has
a massive vertical leap, and his speed, and clean hands at ground level or in
the air are evident. A long-term prospect with high upside for the future.

Martin is a defender who peels off his opponent to help out a teammate. He
has the footy IQ and class to be able to make good decisions with or without
the ball, and can play forward. He is not a ball winner and could improve his
offensive drive, but he just does everything required of him each week.

Tom MATTHEWS		

Jack MAYO			194cm/78kg

184cm/82kg

Outside Midfielder | Brisbane Lions Academy/Allies

Key Position Forward | Subiaco/Western Australia

+ Overhead marking, kicking, vision, decision marking, class, tackling
-Endurance, inside game

+ Marking, goalkicking, skills, vertical leap, speed
- Durability, strength

Matthews is very strong overhead, uses it well, makes good decisions through
terrific vision, and has that touch of class about him. Matthews also lays plenty
of tackles, and while his inside game and endurance are the biggest improvements needed in his game, he has some eye-catching traits.

Mayo took out the WAFL Colts leading goalkicker award with 50 from 20
games. Mayo is quick off the mark and has the vertical leap to mark well
overhead, with composed kicking for goal. The only knock on him remains the
question of whether he is truly past his previous injuries.

Lachlan MCDONALD		

Lachlan MCDONNELL

185cm/75kg

Medium Utility | Gold Coast Suns Academy/Allies

186cm/80kg

Midfielder/Forward | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Endurance, versatility, athleticism
- Accumulation, contested work, size

+ Speed, spread, kicking, scoreboard impact, transition play
- Accumulation, tackling

Lachlan McDonald is an endurance athlete who has shown he can play in multiple positions across the ground. Often settling into defence, McDonald has
good athleticism, and recorded a 21.5 yo-yo test at the State Combine. The
next step for McDonald is to develop his contested game and accumulation.

McDonnell is a speedy mid/forward option who also proved his worth with a
move to the wing later in the year. He contributed almost a goal per game and
showed good skills in transition between the arcs. In the future, McDonnell
could look to find more of the ball up the ground and lift his tackle count.

Justin MCINERNEY		

Tom MEDHAT			

187cm/72kg

Outside Midfielder | Northern Knights/Vic Metro

190cm/79kg

Medium Forward | West Perth/Western Australia

+ Speed, transition, kicking, disposal efficiency
- Consistency, contested ball

+ Field kicking, marking, accumulation
- Consistency, goalkicking

McInerney is handy in transition, with his pace and kicking prowess making
him dangerous going forward. McInerney registered a 20m sprint score of 3.01
seconds. Like most outside players, he can drift out of games, but cracks in
enough to suggest he can win more contested ball and stay involved.

Medhat is a powerful forward option who is strong overhead. While he can
work on his goalkicking, Medhat is a great field kick with the scope to utilise
those skills as a big-bodied midfielder. Playing for West Perth in the Colts and
Reserves, Medhat showed potential and is a Fremantle NGA member.

Louis MILLER			

187cm/82kg

Medium Forward | East Perth/Western Australia

Luke MOORE			

180cm/85kg

Medium Forward | South Fremantle/Western Australia

+ One-on-ones, work rate, skills, reading of the play, positioning
- Midfield development, senior experience

+ Goal sense, team ethic, work rate
- Versatility, size

Miller has been outstanding in defence for East Perth this season, showing
why he made the West Australian side as a bottom-ager last year. He has
great skills, reads the play well, good positioning and more often than not wins
his one-on-one contests. Midfield development is the next step for Miller.

Moore has became a really handy player inside 50 for the Bulldogs at WAFL
Colts level. He has a high work rate, a team-first approach and a neat goal
sense which makes him a danger for opposition defenders. He is pidgeonholed as that small forward, but has enough about him to make it work.

Rylie MORGAN			

Michael MUMMERY		

182cm/81kg

Balanced Midfielder | Claremont/Western Australia

185cm/87kg

Medium Forward | NT Thunder/Northern Territory

+ Accumulation, leadership, toughness, balance
- Size, scoreboard impact

+ Footy IQ, versatility, resilience, scope, scoreboard impact
- Accumulation, speed, endurance, conditioning

The West Australian Under 16s captain is a consistent player who will bleed
for any side he represents. He can win it on the inside, outside or around the
ground and has great balance when he plays. He could bulk up further, and
impact the scoreboard further, but Morgan is just a natural-born leader.

Mummery returned to football this year after an interrupted 2017, having sustained a golden staph infection from a cut. He has improved as the year has
gone on, still needing work to be done on his fitness, but Mummery has high
footy IQ, good upside and can hit the scoreboard regularly.

Nick MURRAY			193cm/89kg

Jai NANSCAWEN		

+ Intercepting, contested marking, rebounding, strength
- Speed, agility, endurance

+ Endurance, scoreboard imapct, goal sense, game smarts
- Consistency, accumulation

Murray is a contested marking machine who is a strong key position defender.
He does not have his older brother, Sam’s blistering pace or agility, and his
endurance is also below average. But he is stronger one-on-one, positions
himself well behind the ball and intercepts plenty of opposition forward drives.

Nanscawen’s top-age year was ruined by injury just as it was getting started.
The small forward has the game smarts and goal sense inside 50 to be a damaging prospect, and he has shown an ability to hit the scoreboard. He does
have inconsistency, but his endurance is what sets him apart from others.

Aaron NIETSCHKE		

Matthew NUNN			

Key Position Defender | Murray Bushrangers/GWS

184cm/77kg

Medium Defender | Central District/South Australia

184cm/73kg

Medium Forward | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

Midfielder | Norwood/South Australia

181cm/78kg

+ Accumulation, consistency, poise, versatility
- X-factor

+ Accumulation, disposal, consistency, clearances, tackling, work ethic
- Scoreboard impact, speed

Nietschke played in three games during the National Championships, primarily
as a rebounding half-back where his poise and composure with the ball was
put to good use. There are not too many deficiencies in Nietschke’s game, but
clubs perhaps question his x-factor, or point-of-difference compared to others.

Nunn really came of age in 2018. Not overly quick, Nunn consistently racked
up huge numbers for Norwood’s League side, being influential around the
clearances. He showed his hard running by getting to multiple contests, and
applied plenty of tackles. A readymade player who is solid across the board.

Finbar O’DWYER		

Matthew PARKER		

188cm/72kg

Medium Forward | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

187cm/79kg

Medium Defender | South Fremantle/Western Australia

+ Goal sense, tackling, scope, defensive pressure
- Endurance, athleticism

+ Speed, marking, strength, tackling pressure
- Raw, accuracy

O’Dwyer was kept off the park for long periods this season, but showed
enough glimpses to suggest he is one to keep an eye on. His defensive pressure and goal sense stood out, but will be working on improving his durability
and endurance, and has been invited back next season as an over-ager.

Parker is a mature-age player who can step straight into an AFL line-up. He
needs to add more size to his frame and improve his accuracy, but he has
good speed, is strong overhead, and has the defensive attributes that are
required for a forward at the elite level. A mature body for any side.

James PEATLING		

183cm/71kg

Medium Forward | GWS GIANTS Academy/Allies

Ethan PHILLIPS			

196cm/90kg

Key Position Defender | Port Melbourne/VFL

+ Agility, vertical leap, scoreboard impact, scope
- Accumulation, consistency

+ Kicking, strength, play reading, footy smarts
- Vertical leap, speed

Peatling is a high impact forward with strong agility and a solid vertical leap. He
showed in the NEAFL he has the capacity to move through the midfield. Peatling is not a huge accumulator and still needs to further develop his consistency, but the raw traits he has shown might be of interest to the GIANTS.

The former Chargers’ defender has added 4cm and 6kg since joining the Borough. He is a smart player who beats his opponents in one-on-one situations
by summing up the situation, then effectively using his skill out of defence. He
needs to work on his speed and vertical leap, but is a strong defensive option.

Jarvis PINA			

Jamie PLUMRIDGE		

173cm/58kg

Small Defender | Peel Thunder/Western Australia

183cm/75kg

Outside Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Rebounding, skills, vision, decision making
- Size, contested work

+ Spread, clean hands, core strength, outside game
- Inside game, athleticism

Pina is a running half-back who uses the ball well. He knows how to find it and
makes good decisions, and executes well through rebounding from defence.
He is lightly built and does need to improve his contested game, but his ability
both skill-wise and athletic-wise is something clubs will take into account.

Plumridge is a hard-working outside midfielder who spreads well and collects
the ball cleanly. Plumridge is by no means an athlete, with below average 20m
sprint and agility times at the State Combine, but plays to his outside strengths
and has a good knack of standing up in tackles to dish handballs out.

Mitch PODHAJSKI		

Tyson POWELL			

191cm/87kg

Tall Utility | Calder Cannons/Coburg VFL/Vic Metro

187cm/80kg

Midfielder | Peel Thunder/Western Australia

+ Versatility, contested work, agility, consistency
- Endurance

+ Marking, ball-handling, skills, competitiveness, versatility
- Consistency, accumulation

Overager, Podhajski has benefitted from another year in the TAC Cup system,
raising his contested game and also showcasing his ability at VFL level with
Coburg. The Calder product played mostly midfield this year, but is versatile
enough to provide foil as a third tall or rebounding defender when required.

Powell moved from the forward line to the midfield in 2018, impressing for
Peel Thunder throughout the year. He showed off his clean hands, marking,
competitiveness and foot skills. He does need to find more of the football and
build greater consistency, but some promising signs are evident.

Kai PUDNEY			

Stefan RADOVANOVIC

186cm/78kg

Outside Midfielder | WWT Eagles/South Australia

Tall Utility | Western Jets/Vic Metro

192cm/85kg

+ Endurance, accumulation, athleticism
- Kicking efficiency, strength

+ Speed, acceleration, strength, contested work
- Kicking consistency, accumulation

A Port Adelaide NGA member, Pudney’s main strength is his ability to win
the ball so easily, but it becomes a double-edged sword with his impact per
possession underwhelming at times. His massive endurance base will leave a
great impression on recruiters, and shows he can easily run out senior games.

Radovanovic became a consistent feature off both half-back and midfield
with his blistering speed to break the lines, but also his contested ball winning
ability when in the middle. He does not find as much of it as others, and his
kicking can be inconsistent but he has the athletic traits that catch the eye.

James RENDELL		

Harry REYNOLDS		

198cm/90kg

Ruck/Key Forward | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

190cm/75kg

Tall Utility | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

+ Versatility, strength, groundwork, work rate
- Agility, speed, vertical leap

+ Speed, contested work, clearances, positioning, versatility
- Kicking consistency, raw

Son of Fitzroy great, Matt, Rendell is eligible to be picked up as a father-son
selection by Brisbane. He works hard at ground level and is not afraid to throw
his body around, proving to be one of the more involved tall players. Rendell
can definitely improve on his overall athleticism, but has a high work rate.

Reynolds is clean in-close, and is often able to flick out handballs to good
effect, while also having the option to break clear through traffic. Reynolds’
elite acceleration is a point-of-difference and if he can win the ball more often
in dangerous areas, and improve his consistency by foot he has huge upside.

Corey RICH			

Medium Forward | Frankston/VFL

183cm/83kg

Alastair RICHARDS		

187cm/78kg

Outside Midfielder | Sandringham Dragons/Vic Metro

+ Scoreboard impact, versatility, endurance, aerial ability
- Set shot goalkicking, accumulation

+ Vertical leap, acceleration, outside game
- Contested ball, kicking consistency

Rich’s move to Frankston over the off-season paid dividends, becoming a
crucial member of the Dolphins’ senior side. He booted 34 goals and was one
of the most mpressive players in the VFL. His endurance enabled him to play
midfield, and he has strong aerial ability and consistently hit the scoreboard.

Richards caught the eye with his run from half-back or on a wing. His acceleration and spring are very good, but can sometimes be inconsistent by foot.
Richards will look to improve on is his contested ball winning in the future, with
just over a quarter of his possessions won in a contest through the TAC Cup.

Guy RICHARDSON		

Mitch RIORDAN			

184cm/75kg

Medium Defender | GWS GIANTS Academy/Allies

186cm/79kg

Inside Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Acceleration, agility, endurance, skills, rebounding
- Inside game, tackling

+ Inside game, endurance, speed, strength, vertical jump
- Durability, accumulation

Richardson is one of the best athletes across the board, clocking up 2.93
seconds (20m sprint), 8.24 seconds (agility test) and 21.1 (Yo-yo test). Along
with his athletic strengths, Richardson also has nice skills and is a consistent
rebounder, with improvement to come in his inside game, including tackling.

Riordan is always at the coalface winning the contested ball, and has the
strength, speed and endurance to wear down his opponents. He also has a
great vertical jump, allowing him to play forward. His durability might be a concern, and he could also lift his ball-winning numbers, but is a terrific athlete.

Jack ROSS			

Isaac SAYWELL			

186cm/85kg

Balanced Midfielder | Oakleigh Chargers/Vic Metro

187cm/81kg

Medium Defender | Norwood/South Australia

+ Inside/outside mix, aggression, ball winning, efficiency, speed
- Endurance, tackling

+ Accumulation, speed, vertical leap, agility, endurance
- Strength

Ross has shown signs of an all-round midfield game with a good mix of aggressive ball winning, and outside class to deliver well by foot Ross’ disposal
efficiency is a testament to his decision making. That mix of class and aggression is rare, and he just needs to uild his endurance and tackling numbers.

Saywell is a high production player who found plenty of the ball in the Under
18s and Reserves this season. He missed out on playing in the National Under
18 Championships, Saywell is still a work in progresswith his strength, bu has
some top athletic traits, in top speed, agility, endurance and vertical leap.

Bailey SCHMIDT		

Regan SPOONER		

198cm/97kg

Key Forward/Ruck | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

189cm/80kg

Medium Defender | South Fremantle/Western Australia

+ Vertical jump, versatility, scoreboard impact, strength overhead
- Endurance, accumulation

+ Versatility, foot skills, speed, scope
- Physicality, strength

Schmidt is solid athletically for his size without it being a huge strength, but
he is strong overhead and takes contested marks. One in three marks was
contested and leading patterns were also good, having an impact on the
scoreboard. His endurance is poor, and he needs to find more of the footy.

Spooner is a reliable defender who uses the ball well by hand or foot and has
nice speed He has good scope for the future, and areas he can improve, with
his physicality one of the ways he can develop his game further. He played the
one League game and impressed with 25 disposals and eight marks.

James STURROCK		

Jake TARCA			175cm/75kg

183cm/76kg

Midfielder | Peel Thunder/Western Australia

Small Forward | South Adelaide/South Australia

+ Contested work, clearances, tackling, competitiveness, size
- Disposal, scoreboard impact

+ Strength, speed, goal sense, vertical leap, agility
- Versatility, size

Sturrock is a competitive beast, who has drawn comparisons to Ben Cunnington. He loves the contested side of football and buries himself under packs to
win the pill. His strengths lie in his clearances and tackling, however he does
need to work on his execution, as well as hitting the scoreboard more often.

Jake Tarca is a great athlete with good strength for his size. He has a knack for
finding the goals, which assists with his speed, agility and vertical leap, but is
limited as that small forward. The question marks come over his height, but he
does have the speed and power to overcome his size obstacles.

Jai TAYLOR			187cm/71kg

Casey VOSS			

+ Acceleration, versatility, tackling, vertical jump
- Kicking consistency, contested work, accumulation

+ Accumulation, clearances, disposal efficiency, tackling, endurance
- Speed, athleticism, strength

Taylor is a player with some top athletic traits, and an ability to play in multiple
positions across the field. Taylor also has a nice vertical leap which allows him
to compete strongly in marking contests, and spread to the outside. His kicking could improve, but he wins the ball back with some great tackling efforts.

Brisbane father-son prospect, Voss has showed this year that he is excellent at
winning clearance football and breaking away from the contest. He is a skilled
player and was damaging with his possessions in all forms and is a nice mark
for his size. Although his body shape is slight, a full-preseason would aid him.

Mathew WALKER		

Tobe WATSON			

Outside Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

187cm/76kg

Medium Forward | Murray Bushrangers/GWS Academy

183cm/75kg

Medium Defender | Sturt/South Australia

188cm/82kg

Medium Defender | Swan Districts/Western Australia

+ Contested marking, strength, clean hands, scoreboard impact, goal sense
- Kicking, composure

+ Reading of the play, overhead marking, skills, readymade
- Size, Raw

Walker is one of the more unique prospects because of his strength overhead
for his size and ability to clunk grabs and turn a game. He can tend to make
some mistakes by foot, but also wins a truckload of the ball in the contest. He
is a clean mark and goal sense, and can impact the scoreboard.

Watson is a raw prospect who has played as a third tall in defence this season. He is too undersized to play as a key position defender at AFL level which
may raise concerns, but he reads the game well, is strong overhead and uses
it well by hand or foot. Physically ready, just needs to build his overall game.

Callum WILKIE			

Charlie WILSON			

191cm/87kg

Tall Defender | North Adelaide/South Australia

180cm/78kg

Medium Forward | GWV Rebels/Vic Country

+ Marking, accumulation, versatility, smarts, consistency
- Disposal efficiency

+ Agility, vertical leap, leading patterns, scoreboard impact, marking
- Endurance, kicking consistency, decision making

Wilkie is a marking machine, regularly taking 10-plus marks per game and 20plus possessions. He also provides run off half-back and can slip forward to
kick a goal as well. A smart footballer his ability to intercept, and quickly play
on or switch the ball puts immediate pressure back onto the opposition.

Wilson put together a terrific season in the TAC Cup, finishing joint leading
goalkicker in the competition. He is strong overhead, has a terrific leap and
great agility, and constantly hit the scoreboard. He does need to work on his
endurance and kicking consistency and decision making when in the midfield.

Graydon WILSON		

Boyd WOODCOCK		

177cm/73kg

Small Defender | Swan Districts/Western Australia

174cm/68kg

Small Forward | North Adelaide/South Australia

+ Speed, ball use, creativity
- Versatilithy, accumulation, size

+ Accumulation, versatility, overhead marking, scoreboard impact
- Defensive pressure, size

Wilson is not a huge accumulator, and has mostly played in defence, but he
has nice speed, uses it well, and is creative in the way he thinks. Wilson loves
to take the game on and break lines, setting up teammates down the field,
executing with deft and direct passes. A long-term prospect.

Strong overhead for his size and an ability to hit the scoreboard Woodcock is
dangerous up forward. Challenged this year about improving his team work,
Woodcock has responded well whilst still maintaining his extrovert characteristics. He still needs work on his defensive pressure, but can be a matchwinner.

Izaak WYATT			

Lachlan YOUNG		

187cm/72kg

Medium Forward | Southern Districts/Northern Territory

190cm/78kg

Tall Utility | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Defensive pressure, goal sense, footy IQ, upside
- Athleticism, endurance, size

+ Kicking, endurance, rebounding, vertical leap, competitiveness
- Accumulation, tackling numbers

Wyatt is a defensive forward who is lightly built, and unfortunately did not
manage a game for the Allies. He impressed for Northern Territory in the Academy Series, and he has high footy IQ, a keen goal sense and applies defensive
pressure. Needs to bulk up and find more consistency, but a raw prospect.

An over-age prospect, Young plays a team-first game with competitive efforts
and using his good endurance to wear down opponents and remain composed with ball-in-hand. He averaged a rebound every four disposals, but only
averaged the 12.5 disposals and 1.3 tackles per game in the TAC Cup.

ROOKIE ME COMBINE
Tye BROWNING			

182cm/75kg

Outside Midfielder | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

Jordon BUTTS			

197cm/85kg

Key Position Utility | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

+X-factor, versatility, clean hands, marking
- Disposal consistency, contested work

+ Marking, versatility, accumulation, spread, scope
- Strength, defensive pressure

Calder’s Tye Browning has been a mainstay in the Cannons lineup over the last
two seasons, providing x-factor and versatility to the TAC Cup outfit. Browning
has exceptionally clean hands, using them to mark overhead as a third tall, or
to gather the ball at speed as he moves up the ground.

Overlooked as the youngest of the 2017 draft pool, Jordan Butts continued
to add strings to his bow in his overage year for Murray. A ‘Mr Fix-it’ for the
Bushrangers, Butts mixed his time forward, back, and even on a wing - accumulating well for his size and marking strongly.

Ben CAVARRA			

Kyle CLARKE			

173cm/73kg

Balanced Midfielder | Williamstown/VFL

174cm/71kg

Balanced Midfielder | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

+ Speed, agility, accumulation, endurance, consistency
- Size, overhead marking

+Work rate, defensive pressure, agility, skills, versatility
- Decision making, size, durability

Williamstown’s Ben Cavarra has long been touted as the next in line on the list
of VFL products ready to make the next step. Small in stature, Cavarra has a
big impact on games and has continually grafted with consistent performances and outstanding combine results.

Despite his lighter frame, Murray’s Kyle Clarke has an insatiable appetite for
the contest, hunting both the ball and his opponents. While his season was
cut short by a serious knee injury, Clarke still showed his ability to work well as
a forward or midfield option.

Sam CONWAY			

Jake FRAWLEY			188cm/84kg

Ruck | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

203cm/92kg

Tall Utility | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

+ Ruckwork, work rate, versatility
- Speed, agility, endurance

+ Versatility, penetrating kick, size, tackling
- Endurance, accumulation, consistency

Lumbering Geelong tall Sam Conway provided good fold both up forward
and in the ruck for the Falcons in his overage year. Conway showed a good
appetite for the ruck craft and works hard, but can work on his athletic base
and winning more of the ball as he develops.

Versatile Dandenong midfielder/forward Jake Frawley represented Vic Country
and claimed a bag of six goals in the TAC Cup. Strong enough to match it with
the sturdiest inside midfielders, Frawley can also throw his weight around up
forward and tackles well around the ground.

Lachlan GADOMSKI		

Ryan GILMORE			

186cm/85kg

Medium Defender | Kingborough Tigers/Tasmania

187cm/86kg

Medium Defender | Gold Coast Suns Academy/Allies

+ Acceleration, agility, endurance, vertical leap
- Durability

+ Vertical leap, speed, strength, intercept marking
- Endurance, accumulation

Athletic defender Lachlan Gadomski’s season has been lost to injury, but he
showed enough in last year’s Under 17 All Stars game last year to suggest he
is a prospect worth the wait. The Tasmanian combines speed, endurance and
skill in the back half.

Medium defender Ryan Gilmore impressed in outings for the Gold Coast
Academy and Allies this year, showcasing the speed and vertical leap that
aids his intercept marking game. An impressive size, Gilmore can work on his
endurance and accumulation.

Matthew GREEN		

Daniel HANNA			199cm/83kg

189cm/79kg

Outside Midfielder | NT Thunder/Allies

Key Position Defender | Calder Cannons/Vic Metro

+ Agility, endurance, speed, outside game, scope
- Contested work, consistency, accumulation

+ Versatility, marking, composure, positioning
- Durability, kicking action, strength

NT Thunder’s Matthew Green is a fast developing outside midfielder with
good athletic traits who has plenty of scope for improvement. As he builds
into his body, Green can work on the contested side of his game to better his
accumulation.

A member of Essendon’s Next Generation Academy, Daniel Hanna can play
almost anywhere. Playing mostly as a key defender this year, the nephew of
Carlton great, Mil is good overhead and composed on the ball, but remains a
raw prospect.

Ryan HEBRON			

186cm/82kg

General Defender | Sydney University/NEAFL
+ Endurance, speed, tackling, overhead marking
- Agility, endurance

Sydney University defender Ryan Hebron has become one of the NEAFL’s
brightest stars, slotting into the league’s team of the year. Hebron plays the
lock-down role well, while also rebounding and intercepting in a dominant
fashion.

Cody HIRST			

178cm/65kg

Small Forward | Eastern Ranges/Vic Metro
+ Agility, defensive work, goal sense, versatility
- Accumulation, strength, size

Bite-sized Eastern prospect Cody Hirst has elite agility and makes his presence felt despite his stature with hard defensive work. Able to play at either
end of the ground, Hirst has a keen goal sense, but will need to fill out and win
more of the ball as he continues to develop.

ROOKIE ME COMBINE
Campbell HUSTWAITE

184cm/74kg

Inside Midfielder | Dandenong Stingrays/Vic Country

Jay LOCKHART			

Small Forward | Casey Demons/VFL

177cm/75kg

+ Competitiveness, clearances, decision making, contested work, tackling,
- Marking, outside game, endurance

+ Attitude, speed, endurance, goal sense
- Size

Dandenong Stingrays premiership captain Campbell Hustwaite is a hard-working inside midfielder who leads by example. With strong clearance nous,
tackling and footy smarts, Hustwaite would be a ready-made prospect if he
can work on his endurance and outside game over a pre-season.

Tenacious Tasmanian Jay Lockhart has made quite the impression for Casey
in the VFL since moving north, setting the tone with his work rate and attack
on the ball. A hard runner, Lockhart mixes his hard work with freakish smarts
around goal to show he can stand out amongst AFL-listed players.

Matthew MCGUINNESS

Hayden MCLEAN		

Tall Defender | Lauderdale/Tasmania

193cm/73kg

196cm/94kg

Key Position Forward/Ruck | Sandringham VFL

+ Kicking, clean hands, versatile, speed
- Strength, vertical leap

+ Vertical leap, contested marking, strength
- Agility, endurance

Lauderdale’s Matthew McGuinness is a lightly built tall who plies his trade in
the back half. McGuinness showed off his clean hands and efficient disposal
by foot during the National Championships for the Allies in three of their four
games.

Former Sandringham Dragons captain, Hayden McLean impressed in his first
year at VFL level, coming into his own with a late move up forward. McLean
is strong in the ruck and uses his vertical leap to clunk clean contested marks
around the ground as he continues to work on his endurance.

Matt NEAGLE		

Joey REINHARD		

181cm/71kg

Medium Forward | Wodonga Raiders/Vic Country

190cm/85kg

Medium Forward | Sydney Swans Academy/Allies

+ Speed, agility, decision making
- Size, consistency

+ Speed, marking, agility, versatility
- Kicking consistency, consistency

Matt Neagle has come into draft contention on the back of a seriously good
highlights tape which showcased his break-neck speed and agility through
traffic. A lightly built forward, Neagle can grow with a pre-season after suffering
a season-ending injury.

Versatile marking tall, Joey Reinhard impressed for Sydney in the Academy
Series up forward, and went on to slot into the Allies defence. Reinhard has a
darting kick, which he can look to sharpen along with his overall consistency.

Kieran STRACHAN		

Charlie THOMPSON		

Ruck | Port Melbourne/VFL

202cm/95kg

184cm/82kg

Inside Midfielder/Forward | Richmond VFL

+ Athleticism, marking, versatility
- Durability, raw

+ Contested ball, versatility, work rate, tackling
- Speed

South-Bendigo product Kieran Strachan is a raw ruck prospect who works
well around the ground and is strong overhead. Plying his trade with Port
Melbourne in the VFL, Strachan has impressed in his short time in the competition, which has been subdued by injury.

Former Oakleigh Charger Charlie Thompson is a hard-nosed inside midfielder
who can double as a small forward. Overlooked in his draft year, the Oakleigh
product bounced back with glimpses of form for Richmond VFL and impressed with his admirable work rate.

Adam TIPUNGWUTI		

Jack TOMKINSON		

176cm/72kg

Small Forward | Western Magpies/QAFL

201cm/105kg

Ruckman | Brisbane Lions Academy/Allies

+ Footy IQ, goal sense, kicking, clean hands, agility
- Consistency, endurance, contested work

+ Ruck work, strength, marking
- Endurance, athleticism

Crafty small forward Adam Tipungwuti has fantastic goal sense and footy IQ,
hunting the ball in the forward 50 and snaring goals out of nothing. He caught
the eye enough to warrant NEAFL selection for Sydney, but can work on his
consistency and endurance.

Hulking Queensland ruckman Jack Tomkinson is a solidly-built prospect who
uses his frame well in ruck duels and marking contests. He held his own
during the National Under 18 Championships, but can work on building a tank
and athletic base.

OTHERS TO CONSIDER...
Kade ANSWERTH		

181cm/78kg

Balanced Midfielder | Sandringham Zebras/VFL

Since missing out on his draft dream despite a best on ground performance
in the TAC Cup Grand Final, Answerth has been plying his trade in the VFL for
Sandringham, a side he was named co-captain of this year at just 21 years
of age. In 2018, Answerth continued to impress for the Zebras, averaging a
whopping eight tackles per game.

Angus BAKER			

190cm/84kg

Tall Defender | Canberra Demons/NEAFL

Successfully returning from an ACL injury that ruined his draft chances and
subsequent year, the now 20 year-old had a super season for the Demons in
the NEAFL, and was invited to train with Sydney - a side he knows well having
grown up in the Swans’ Academy - ahead of the 2018 draft.

Scott CARLIN			

185cm/78kg

Medium Utility | GWV Rebels/Vic Country

Tom ATKINS			

Inside Midfielder | Geelong Cats/VFL

180cm/75kg

A highly rated player within the Geelong environment, Atkins had his best season yet, taking out Geelong’s VFL best and fairest having been named in the
side’s best 14 of a possible 20 times. Averaged a mind-boggling 9.4 tackles
per game and would add immediate grunt to any AFL midfield.

Jye BOLTON			

187cm/84kg

Outside Midfielder | Claremont/Western Australia

The former Collingwood rookie’s name has been brought up the past few
years since continuing to impress in the WAFL. He took another step up this
season, averaging 30.8 disposals and showed how durable he can be with 60
games in the past three seasons. Reported that up to five clubs are keen on
him.

Jarrad FAZIOLI			

174cm/72kg

Small Forward | Peel Thunder/Western Australia

A workhorse and natural-born leader, Carlin was unlucky not to earn a State
Combine invitation, but was one of a number who were put forward by their
TAC Cup club. A lovely kick of the football, but had a form dip at the wrong
time of the year. Played a strong game for Werribee in the VFL, booting two
goals and can play anywhere on the ground.

Burst onto the scene as a bottom-ager at the National Under 18 Championships in 2017, but missed out on the state side as a top-ager this season.
Fazioli had a modest year in the WAFL Colts, booting seven goals from 15
games, but clubs would remember what he is capable of on the big stage.

Michael GIBBONS		

Mitch GRIGG			

Inside Midfielder | Williamstown/VFL

175cm/73kg

Gibbons had his best VFL season to date, and could not have done much
more to press his AFL case further. Named in the best 16 of a possible 20
times, shared the league best and fairest and averaged 26.4 disposals and
5.5 tackles. Most believe if he was 10cm taller he would already be playing
AFL.

Tom HALLEBONE		

Ruck | Northern Knights/Vic Metro

201cm/85kg

More of a raw prospect than a readymade one, lightly-built rucks are often
given more time to flourish. The Northern Knights’ big man averaged 19.4
hitouts from nine games in the TAC Cup, and also represented Vic Metro. In a
draft devoid of many ruck talents, he might be a rookie shot.

Ethan JACKSON		

Balanced Midfielder | Tasmania/Allies

181cm/77kg

Another under 18s player unluckly to not receive a combine invitation, the Tasmanian had a really solid Academy series and still did some nice things during
the National Under 18 Championships. Played the two games, but was mostly
used on the outside, but still one to consider as a rookie selection.

Mitch MAGUIRE		

175cm/76kg

Balanced Midfielder | Canberra Demons/NEAFL

Maguire was crowned the NEAFL’s Rising Star Award and took out the Canberra Demons’ best and fairest in a terrific season. Maguire has been training
with Sydney ahead of the draft who the Swans might consider as a readymade inclusion into their side.

Marlion PICKETT		

183cm/85kg

Balanced Midfielder | Swan Districts/WAFL

Pickett has stepped up in 2018, having a superb breakout season and putting
his name forward as a genuine mature-aged draft contender. He averaged
21.8 disposals and 4.7 tackles per game playing through the midfield. High
X-factor and match-winning ability.

Hayden SCHLOITHE		

182cm/85kg

Balanced Midfielder | South Fremantle/WAFL

Many thought Schloithe was a chance last saeson after his Sandover Medal
win - having pipped Tim Kelly for the award. But while Kelly stunned fans
on the AFL stage, Schloithe went back and worked harder, averaging 25.4
disposals for South Fremantle.

182cm/82kg

Balanced Midfielder | Norwood/South Australia

The former Adelaide Crow surely would have interest to return to the elite level
after his second consecutive Margarey Medal, averaging 28.6 disposals, 6.1
marks, 4.9 tackles and booting 35 goals from 60 scoring shots. Also averaged
120 AFL Dream Team points in a stunning season.

Nash HOLMES			

183cm/81kg

Inside Midfielder | North Melbourne/VFL

The former Gippsland Power midfielder crossed to North Melbbourne’s
inaugural VFL side from Essendon this year, and continued to give his all in
every game. A player you know what to expect each and every week - he laid
a ridiculous 20 tackles against Casey Demons and never takes a backwards
step.

Jordan KERAS			

Inside Midfielder | Geelong Cats/VFL

181cm/83kg

An inside midfielder with the Geelong VFL side, Keras is a clearance expert
who returned back to the region - having played for the Geelong Falcons at
TAC Cup level - after winning the Most Valuable Player award in the NEAFL.
Averaged 27.1 disposals per game at the Cats this season.

Mark MARRIOTT		

202cm/89kg

Ruck | Murray Bushrangers/Vic Country

A raw ruck who is very much a long-term prospect. Marriott made the Vic
Country squad and was called up for the final match of the National Under
18 Championships against Western Australia, having 32 hitouts from seven
disposals. Did have his injury concerns this year but another possible ruck.

Blake SCHLENSOG		

198cm/90kg

Ruck/Key Forward | Geelong Falcons/Vic Country

Unlike other players on this list, Geelong Falcons’ big man Blake Schlensog
will be on an AFL list next year, having been nomianted by Geelong through
their Next Generation Academy. Despite not receiving a combine invitation, he
did enough during the year in the ruck and up forward to earn a place on the
Cats’ draft board.

Tom WILKINSON		

181cm/82kg

Medium Forward | Southport Sharks/NEAFL

The former Sandringham Dragons’ forward received huge praise from past
Carlton small, Matthew Lappin believing his forward pressure, work ethic and
terrific character should have him in the frame to be drafted. Enjoyed a great
season with Southport, celebrating a NEAFL flag.

AFL DRAFT SELECTIONS
CLUB BY CLUB

Adelaide: 8, 13, 16, 21, 73, 83, 101, 119
Brisbane: 18, 30, 35, 56, 78, 98, 116
Carlton: 1, 69, 71, 77, 95, 113
Collingwood: 41, 44, 57, 59, 60, 93, 111, 129
Essendon: 34, 66, 84, 102, 120
Fremantle: 14, 31, 43, 65, 81, 99, 117
Geelong: 12, 50, 51, 70, 87, 105, 123
Gold Coast: 2, 3, 6, 24, 29, 80, 96, 114
GWS GIANTS: 9, 11, 19, 25, 52, 89, 107, 125
Hawthorn: 53, 90, 108, 126
Melbourne: 23, 28, 54, 62, 91, 109, 127
North Melbourne: 42, 47, 48, 49, 55, 58, 86, 104, 122
Port Adelaide: 5, 10, 15, 85, 103, 121
Richmond: 17, 37, 64, 68, 74, 92, 110, 128
St Kilda: 4, 36, 46, 67, 79, 97, 113
Sydney: 26, 33, 38, 39, 40, 88, 106, 124
West Coast: 20, 22, 61, 72, 76, 94, 112, 130
Western Bulldogs: 7, 27, 32, 45, 63, 75, 82, 100, 118
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